
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of data engineering.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for data engineering

Able to breakdown complex data issues and resolve them
Looks to leverage reusable code modules to solve problems across the team
and organization
Work with the Data Analytics team (Data Scientists, ) to translate business
requirements to functional requirements and devise realistic plans to
implement the same
Participates in creating strategies closely with business that use business
intelligence and data platforms
Works with the IS team members to design and implement data solutions in
alignment with the project schedule
Conduct data exploration and machine learning to create data insight
Collect data from the data lake into an analytical sandbox by implementing
data preparation solutions
Implement data models within the data lake (data virtualization layer)
Implement connectivity and data ingestion solutions between source data
pools and the data lake
Best Cost Engineering performance measurement

Qualifications for data engineering

10+ years of data engineering and development experience
Proficient knowledge in designs practices including OLTP, reporting, and
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Demonstrated experience in information systems development across the IT
lifecycle, with a focus on systems to perform high volume and velocity data
processing on disparate data types/formats
Demonstrated experience with identifying and delivering new, integrated and
scalable solutions using current large-scale open-source and GOTS solutions
for processing, storing and enabling analytics from high volume and velocity
data collections ) on datastores and comprised of billions of records
Demonstrated expertise delivering solutions to address user requirements
and enrich analytic models using common industry tools to perform natural
language processing, entity extraction, and data aggregation on human and
machine generated data
Demonstrated work experience in architecting new system solutions using
current technologies, transitioning existing systems into modern technologies
without negatively impacting operational and compliance requirements


